A procedure is described whereby a computer can determine whether two fingerpring impressions were made by the same finger. The procedure used the X and Y coordinates and the individual directions of the minutiae (ridge endings and bifurcations). The identity of two impressions is established by computing the density of clusters of points in AX and AY space where AX and AY are the differences in coordinates that are found in going from one of the fingerpring impressions to the other. Single fingerpring classification is discussed and experimental results using machine-read minutiae data are given. 
~7
Information Processing for Radar Target Detection andClassification.
A. KSIENSKI and L. WHITE, Ohio State --Previous research has demonstrated the feasibility of using multiple low-frequency radar returns for target classification. Simple object shapes have been successfully classified by such techniques, but aircraft data poses greater difficulty, as in general such data are not linearly separable. A misclassification error analysis is provided for aircraft data using k-nearest neighbor algorithms. Another recognition scheme involves the use of a bilinear fit of aircraft data; a misclassification error analysis is being prepared for this technique and will be reported.
~
A Parallel Machine for Silhouette Pre-Processing. PAUL NAHIN, Harvey Mudd -The concept of slope density is introduced as a descriptor of silhouettes. The mechanism of a parallel machine that extracts an approximation to the slope denisty is presented. The machine has been built by Aero-Jet, but because of its complexity, a digital simulation program has been developed I. The effect of sample and hold filtering on the machine output has been investigated, both theoretically, and via simulation. The design of a medical cell analyzer (i.e., marrow granulocyte precursor counter) incorporating the slope density machine is given.
ip. j. Nahin, A Parallel Machine for Describing and Classifying Silhouettes, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California/Irvine, 1972.
I~l.)~q Interpreting Pictures of Four Dimensional
Objects. E. DICKMAN end R. L. STAFFORD, University of Pittsburgh --In studying pictures of impossible objects, D. A. Huffman I described a labeling technique for interpreting a two dimensional line drawing as a picture of a polyhedron (a solid three dimensional object bounded by plane surfaces). Our work extends this method to interpret a set of planes in three dimensions as a "picture" of a four dimensional polyhedron. Huffman labeled each line in two dimensions as either i) concave, 2) convex with one visible plane, or 3) convex with two visible planes. A labeled line drawing is a valid interpretation iff the labeled lines intersect in one of twelve legal ways. Our method is similar in that planes in three dimensions are labeled as either i) concave, 2) convex with one cube visible, or 3) convex with two cubes visible. A labeled set of planes is a valid interpretation iff the labeled planes intersect in one of twelve legal ways. The results suggest that the techniques needed to "see" four dimensional objects are quite similar to those needed to see three dimensional objects. MIROSLAV VALACH, Georgia Tech --"Ad hoc" interpretation of a natural language text refers to the ability of a speaker or writer to restrict, broaden, or even radically change the meaning of words by "localizing" some desired interpretation of those words for a particular purpose. The ability to process an ad hoc interpretation depends on an ability to communicate and make use of equivalent patterns among syntactic pairstructures. This requirement has provided the motivation for the writing and testing of a program that accepts equivalent patterns and uses them to make similar transformations in other contexts. Thus, once the computer has recognized, from signals in the text, that "X presides over the marriage of Y and Z" means the same as "Y and Z were joined in wedlock by X," it will subsequently be able to transform "Reverend Jones presided over the mar- 
~A
Language Decomposition Approach to Segmented Translator Construction. LEE METRICK, Univ. of Michigan -This thesis presents a scheme for translator construction driven by a decomposition of the formal description of a context free language. A translation support environment (s-processes), consisting of input, symbol table manipulation, error processing, data emitting, and output routines is assumed. The scheme requires that the language be specified in a top down, left to right fashion. A decomposition algorithm mechanically partitions the grammar into several subgranmnars.
Each of the subgrammars is analyzed locally to determine the existence of a translator (t-process) for the sublanguage it specifies. A consistency algorithm then verifies that the partial set of t-processes interact properly to perform a translation for the currently specified portion of the language. After the language specification is complete, a construction phase begins. Data on the interaction of the t-processes and the s-processes is used to build a process model of translator behavior. Finally, a segmentation algorithm is invoked to analyze the process model and allocate the processes to memory to enhance translator performance in a virtual memory environment.
~L/~f3Modular Natural Language Input Data Processing anda System of Automatic Translation of Certain Linear Programming Problems. I STEWART N. T. SHEN, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University --The concept of modular natural language input data processing is introduced. Such a system consists of a supervisory module and many syntactic, semantic, syntactic-semantic and pragmatic modules. To demonstrate its feasibility, a system of automatic translation of certain linear programming problems which are stated in English into formula form is implemented in SNOBOL4. The concept of object time semantic interpretation rules is introduced by the SEMA data which are used by the semantic module. The output of the system is the linear programming problem in formula form which can be easily converted to the input format of any existing linear programming library routine. As an example, a problem involving thirteen variables and four constraints (not including the nonnegative constraints on the variables) was stated in thirteen English sentences and took 68 seconds to be processed on the IBM 370/155 with memory assignment of 290k bytes. Blake's two early series of poems, The Songs of Innocence and Experience, present an unusual problem for the editor, since there are no significant variations, yet nearly every copy is unique in the order of the poems. A series of computer programs was written to manipulate the raw data.
These helped uncover consistent relations between those copies printed on both sides of the paper and those on one side.
Statistical and cluster recognition programs went somewhat further in classification of the copies.
Finally, the copies as classified by other means were subjected to statistical tests for coherence.
Aside from the particular problem with Blake's Songs, the computer proved to be a useful aid to text editing. a keyword concordance package, a sub-system for tagging keywords with basic form and part of speech to produce a file on which rapid and efficient searches can be made, a sub-system for objectively producing files containing the words evoking a given theme, and a final sub-system, written for maximum flexibility and fast turn-around, allowing interrogation of the text file using the theme files or other data to produce reports on the thematic content of the text, in the form of bar graphs, theme concordances and/or synoptic tables.
L~2~
Testing a Theory of Poetry by Means of a Computer.
JAMES JOYCE, Computer Archives Project --The use of the computer in literary analysis has already begun to tackle the fundamental question, what is poetry. The work of Milic I and others who are generating poetry by computer is one approach to the problem of what poetry is. Another approach is that of examining samples of poetry and prose for characteristic formal features.
These features must provide a characterization of a line of poetry, for that is the fundamental unit of poetry.
One theory being tested by this investigator is that the suprasegmental of pause provides a periodic rhythm in poetry which corresponds to the length of a line, in syllables. By examining the distribution of various degrees of pause both the llne and the stanza can be characterized. Periodicity of prominent pause also yields measures for "poeticalness" and "prosaicness," and thus highly rhythmic prose (poetic prose) and loosely rhythmic poetry (prosaic poetry) can be characterized quantitatively. it will eventually produce camera-ready copy.
Processing is more efficient than previous systems for automatic text collation. The system is modular and its core requirements are minimal, thus facilitating its use.
~E~'
Computerized Approaches to Archeolo~ical Problems. WILLIAM H. MARQUARDT, Washington University --Computers have played an important part in recent developments in archeological theory as a consequence of their utilization in a wide range of data processing applications. A discussion of the importance of computer technology to present-day archeological investigations is followed by a few brief examples of recent computer-assisted research. Fimally, with data drawn from the Cibola Archeological Research Project, a computer-assisted analysis presently being carried out by the author is described in more detail.
~3~q
GOLDA, A Graphical, On-Line ~ for Data Analysl~-----~. --David R. Har~s~ ~xa~ Chri~an --A graphical, interactive system~ been developed to facilitate statistical analysis. Some emphasis was placed on algorithms for the analysis of stochastic processes.
The system can create, manipulate and destroy data files on various storage media.
Moments, correlations, and frequency tabulations of events can be calculated.
The probability of event occurence, conditional probabilities, number of event failures before an event, and the distribution of events can be determined.
Various multivariate statistical procedures are available. The data can be displayed in terms of scatter plots, histograms, two and three dimensional graphs on a CRT disDlay or printer.
The system is capable of axis rotation and translation. Option selection from a menu of choices may be made with a lightpen or teletype.
The system is generated with an associated on-line tutorial. Analysis and display sections can be created on-line.
Examples of data analyzed by this system and a batch system are compared. An evaluation of the system is presented.
